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Zeno and anti-Zeno effects in multimode parametric down-conversion
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We present a simple multimode analysis of the Zeno and anti-Zeno effects in spontaneous parametric
down-conversion. In this process the input vacuum is an unstable state decaying into a reservoir of down-
converted modes by emitting a pair of photons. We show that the Zeno and the anti-Zeno effects are two
particular examples of quantum propagation depending on the effective spectrum of down-converted modes.
We show that this evolution can be easily tailored on demand and that these quantum phenomena admit a very
simple explanation in terms of standard interference concepts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Measurement is a very fundamental issue of quan
theory that supplies distinct examples of purely quantum
havior without classical analog. For example, one of the
pealing consequences of quantum mechanics is that the
servation unavoidably disturbs the observed system. Th
particularly revealed by the so-called Zeno and anti-Ze
effects@1–6#. The Zeno~anti-Zeno! effect refers to the inhi-
bition ~acceleration! of the evolution of a dynamical system
when attempts are made to observe it.

The most paradigmatic example considers the altera
of the spontaneous and irreversible decay of an unst
state, such as the radiative decay of an excited atom or
radioactive decay of a nucleus. However, the experime
observation of truly decaying systems encounters difficul
so that most efforts have focused on reversible proce
such as the Rabi oscillation in two-level atoms@7#. Never-
theless, the observation of the Zeno effect for unstable
tems has been reported recently@8#.

In this work we analyze a simple physical process wh
spontaneous decay can easily be observed and studie
very different quantum regimes. This is the generation
pairs of photons in parametric down-conversion in a non
ear crystal@9#. This process has been used in a large num
of fundamental experiments in quantum optics@10#. We
present a multimode analysis of the Zeno and anti-Zeno
fects in spontaneous parametric down-conversion. In
process the input vacuum can be regarded as an uns
state that decays into a reservoir of down-converted mo
by emitting a pair of photons. This analogy allows us to ca
out an analysis of parametric down-conversion that para
general approaches to the decay of unstable systems su
the one developed in Ref.@5#.

The general multimode approach carried out here dem
strates that the Zeno and anti-Zeno effects are partic
cases of a general alteration of the photon emission ca
by observation. Previous monomode approaches@3,11# are
recovered as particular limits. We show that this multimo
analysis provides simple formulas to suitably tailor the r
ervoir spectrum, which in turn controls the decay. This co
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firms that parametric down-conversion provides a simple
accessible framework to study theoretically and experim
tally the Zeno and anti-Zeno effects for a truly decayi
system. In particular, we show that these quantum phen
ena admit a very simple explanation in terms of stand
interference concepts.

In Sec. II we obtain useful expressions for the unobser
emission rate of down-converted photons. In Sec. III
show how a simple observation scheme modifies the em
sion rate, leading to the Zeno and anti-Zeno effects depe
ing on the observation regime. Finally, in Sec. IV we deri
suitable monomode limits.

II. UNOBSERVED DECAY RATE

We consider a nonlinear crystal pumped by a strong, c
sical, and coherent field to produce pairs of photons
spontaneous down-conversion. Throughout we assume
parametric approximation in which the pump mode is stro
enough so that it can be described classically by a cons
complex amplitude. On the other hand, the down-conver
modes are initially in the vacuum stateu0&.

The dynamics of this system can be described con
niently by using the effective momentum operator@12#

G52\ (
k8,k9

@x~v8,v9!eiDkzak8
† ak9

†

1x* ~v8,v9!e2 iDkzak8ak9#, ~1!

wherex is proportional to the nonlinear susceptibility of th
crystal and to the complex amplitude of the pump mode,v8
andv9 are the frequencies associated with the wave vec
k8 and k9, respectively,Dk5kp2k82k9 is the phase mis-
match in thez direction ~for simplicity we assume perfec
phase matching in thex and y directions! where kp is the
wave number of the pump mode, andak8 ,ak9 denote the
complex amplitude operators associated with the dow
converted modes. We will assume the frequency resona
condition vp5v81v9, where vp is the frequency of the
pump mode. In this approach the state vectoruc(z)& describ-
ing the state of the down-converted modes obeys the pro
gation equation
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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i\
]

]z
uc&52Guc&, ~2!

where we have taken thez axis as the direction of propaga
tion. This is the quantum counterpart of the classical pro
gation equations@13#.

Due to the mode coupling~1! the initial stateu0& ~which
otherwise would be stable! is coupled to a reservoir so that
becomes unstable and decays spontaneously, emitting a
of photons. Therefore, we can define the survival probab
asP(z)5 z^0uc(z)& z2. Our objectives are to obtainP(z) and
to study how the observation modifies it.

To this end let us expressuc(z)& as

uc~z!&5a~z!u0&1 (
k8,k9

bk8,k9~z!uk8,k9&1•••, ~3!

where uk8,k9& denote states with a photon in modek8 and
another one in modek9. The initial conditions atz50 are
a(0)51 andbk8,k9(0)50. In most practical situations th
nonlinear interaction is weak enough so that the genera
of more than a photon pair has a negligible probability.
such a case the propagation equation~2! gives the following
equation fora:

da

dz
52E

0

z

dz8eikp(z82z)F~z2z8!a~z8!, ~4!

where

F~z!5 (
k8,k9

ei (k81k9)zux~v8,v9!u2. ~5!

Since the emission rate is small, we can solve Eq.~4! itera-
tively, retaining only the terms up touxu2,

da

dz
.2E

0

z

dz8e2 ikpz8F~z8!, ~6!

so that

a~z!.12E
0

z

dz8~z2z8!e2 ikpz8F~z8!. ~7!

The survival probability is

P~L !5ua~L !u2.12R~L !L.e2R(L)L, ~8!

whereL is the effective length of the crystal and

R~L !5
1

LE2L

L

dz8~L2uz8u!e2 ikpz8F~z8! ~9!

is the rate of down-conversion processes expressed a
probability of decay per unit length. This decay rate can
expressed also as

R~L !5E
2`

`

dkF~k,L !H~k!, ~10!
01210
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where

F~k,L !5LH sin@~k2kp!L/2#

~k2kp!L/2 J 2

~11!

and

H~k!5 (
k8,k9

ux~v8,v9!u2d~k2k82k9!. ~12!

This form ~10! for the decay rate agrees with the results
Refs.@4,5#. This formal equivalence allows us to develop
analysis of the alteration of the photon emission in param
ric down-conversion very similar to the one carried out
Ref. @5# for general unstable systems. This is accomplish
in the next section.

III. OBSERVED DECAY RATE

Next we examine the survival probability when the m
ment of emission is observed. For the sake of simplicity
focus on the simplest observation procedure. Instead o
crystal of lengthL we consider a cascade ofN crystals of
lengthL/N in series so that the total length of the nonline
medium is alwaysL. This splitting allows us to observe
whether the emission has occurred or not after each piec
possible implementation of this idea using a single crys
was proposed in Ref.@14#. The observation completely inter
rupts the down-converted modes so that the field state a
input of all theN pieces is always the vacuum. The observ
survival probability becomes

P̃N~L !5@P~L/N!#N.e2R(L/N)L, ~13!

and the observed decay rate isR̃N(L)5R(L/N) while the
unobserved one isR(L).

In Eq. ~10! it can be appreciated that the decay rate res
from the overlap of the two functionsF andH, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. The functionF is a phase-matching factor tha
contains the effect of the observation through its depende
on L. It is centered at the pump wave numberkp , the height
of the central peak isL/N, and its width is proportional to
N/L. Thus its width increases when the accuracy of the
servation increases while the total area underF is constant.

The functionH can be regarded as the reservoir spectr
of modes actually coupled to the unstable state. In m

FIG. 1. Illustration of the overlap of the functionsF ~solid! and
H ~dashed! determining the decay rate. In this case the broaden
of F caused by the observation increases the overlap and leads
larger decay rate~anti-Zeno effect!.
1-2
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practical situations it can be assumed thatH has a Gaussian
form and that x(v8,v9) has a maximum forv85v9

5vp/2. In such a caseH is centered atk̄52k(vp/2), i.e.,
twice the wave number corresponding to half the pump
quency~for simplicity we have assumed that the two dow
converted waves experience the same index of refraction!. In
generalk̄Þkp so that the maxima ofF and H do not coin-
cide,

k̄2kp52k~vp/2!2k~vp!5
vp

c
@nc~vp/2!2np~vp!#,

~14!

where nc ,np are the indices of refraction of the down
converted and pump modes, respectively.

Next we discuss how the survival probability of the initi
vacuum state can be easily controlled by means of a suit
selection of the output modes leaving the crystals, which
be performed by means of frequency filters and diaphrag
The output modes that the filters interrupt are forced to b
the vacuum state when they reach the detector. If we in
pret Eq.~3! as the output field state that reaches the dete
we have thatbk8,k950 for the modes interrupted by the fi
ters. This effect can be formally taken into account in E
~4! and~5! by multiplying x by the transfer function describ
ing the bandpass of the filters. This in turn leads to the
placement ofH in Eq. ~10! by an effective reservoir function
Heff .

From Eq.~10! we have also the possibility of embodyin
the effect of the filters in the factorF rather than inH. This
possibility may seem even more natural since the filters
part of the detection arrangement. On the other hand,
idea of an effective mode reservoirHeff that can be easily
tailored on demand can be fruitful because of the anal
between parametric down-conversion and the decay of g
eral unstable systems developed above. For example,
allows us to regard the mode selection as a very simple
accessible practical implementation of the idea of reser
engineering@6,15#. We can note also that the external mo
selection would allow us to control very easily the effecti
mismatch depending on whetherkp coincides or not with
2k(vmax), wherevmax is the frequency of maximum trans
mission allowed by the filtering.

The main conclusion from these results is that the de
rate, and thus the existence of the Zeno or anti-Zeno eff
depends on the relative widths and centers of the functionF
andH, which in turn depend on the accuracy of the obser
tion, and on the effective reservoir of down-convert
modes.

More specifically, if the maxima ofF andH differ signifi-
cantly, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the broadening ofF caused by
measurement increases the overlap betweenF andH. There-
fore R̃N increases andP̃N decreases~anti-Zeno effect!. On
the other hand, if their maxima are close enough and
width of F is larger than that ofH, as illustrated in Fig. 2, the
effect of the observation is to decrease the height ofF.
Therefore the overlap decreases,R̃N decreases, andP̃N in-
creases~Zeno effect!. Finally, when their maxima are clos
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enough and the width ofF is smaller than that ofH, as
illustrated in Fig. 3, the measurement has no effect. Thi
because the area underF does not depend onN.

From a classical standpoint the strategy to infer the m
ment of emission that we have followed should not influen
it. If after any piece the photons have not been emitted
field state is still the vacuum, while if the photons have be
emitted the decay process has already finished before
detection takes place. This reasoning is based on a d
combination of particle behavior and randomness. Howe
the quantum behavior combines randomness with both
ticle and wave aspects and the probability of emission is
result of the interference of probability amplitudes@3,11#.
Next we show that the quantum behavior analyzed in t
work admits a very simple explanation in terms of basic a
simple interference ideas.

The emission in the unobserved case results from the
perposition of probability amplitudes originating in each p
of the crystal. In principle they can interfere as long as th
can be regarded as being emissions stimulated by the s
input vacuum that imparts phase correlations between th
The actual coherence length of these probability amplitu
depends on the width of the mode spectrumH. When the
centers ofF and H coincide ~phase matching! the interfer-
ence is constructive. After interrupting the emissionN times,
the probability amplitudes from each piece become mutu
incoherent since they are stimulated by different vacu
modes. If the coherence length of the down-converted fiel
larger thanL/N ~i.e., whenH is narrower thanF as illus-
trated in Fig. 2! this lack of coherence induced by measu

FIG. 2. Illustration of the overlap of the functionsF ~solid! and
H ~dashed! determining the decay rate. In this case the observa
decreases the height ofF, leading to a smaller overlap and a larg
survival probability~Zeno effect!.

FIG. 3. Illustration of the overlap of the functionsF ~solid! and
H ~dashed! determining the decay rate. In this case the overlap d
not depend appreciably on the accuracy of the observation sinc
area underF is constant.
1-3
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ment prevents constructive interference, the emission rate
creases and the survival probability increases~Zeno effect!.
Otherwise, when the coherence length of the dow
converted field is shorter thanL/N ~i.e., whenH is wider
than F as illustrated in Fig. 3! the emissions from differen
pieces of the crystal do not interfere from the very beginn
and hence the measurement has no effect on the decay

On the other hand, when the maxima ofF andH do not
coincide ~phase mismatch! the interference is destructive
The loss of coherence induced by measurement can pre
this destructive interference and the probability of emiss
may increase as illustrated in Fig. 4~anti-Zeno effect!.

IV. MONOMODE LIMITS

In this section we show that this general multimode ana
sis embraces previous monomode approaches present
Refs. @3,11#. A monomode configuration can be obtained
the limit in which H becomes ad function H(k)5kd(k
2k0) for a given constantk0, so that

R̃N~L !5
kL

N H sin@~k02kp!L/~2N!#

~k02kp!L/~2N! J 2

. ~15!

FIG. 4. Quotient between the observedR̃N and unobservedR
decay rates as a function of the numberN of crystal pieces for
(k02kp)L511. It can be seen that the maximum decay rate occ
for N55 and hence the observed emission can occur faster tha
unobserved one.
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If k05kp ~perfect phase matching!

R̃N~L !5
1

N
R~L !, ~16!

and the observed survival probabilityP̃N increases whenN
increases, that is, when the accuracy of the monitoring of
emission increases. In the limitN→` the field state is al-
ways the vacuum irrespective of the total lengthL of the
nonlinear medium. This is the Zeno effect.

On the other hand, ifk0Þkp ~phase mismatch! the depen-
dence onN of the decaying rateR̃N in Eq. ~15! results from
the competition of two effects. There is a direct depende
on 1/N that tends to decrease the emission irrespective of
phase mismatch as in Eq.~16!. There is anotherN depen-
dence in the argument of the sinc function that tends to
crease the emission whenN increases. The net result is th
there areN values for which the observed emission rate
larger than the unobserved one as shown in Fig. 4@3#. This is
the anti-Zeno effect.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that parametric down-conversion p
vides a simple and experimentally accessible framework
study both the Zeno and anti-Zeno effects in a truly decay
system. One of the advantages of this arrangement is th
allows a very simple way of tailoring and controlling th
variables that determine the decay. Furthermore, this pra
cal scheme provides a very simple explanation of these qu
tum effects in terms of classical concepts such as inter
ence and phase mismatch. Despite this simple picture
must be stressed that parametric down-conversion is a c
pletely quantum process having no classical analog. Cla
cally, no down-converted fields are generated from
vacuum so that the decay of the initial state and its altera
caused by observation are genuine quantum processes.
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